Compliant machine safety signs
Achieve higher levels of machine safety
www.bradyeurope.com/machinesafety

Optimally warn and inform users about machine safety risks that cannot
be removed through machine design with our reliable, high definition
machine safety signs.

Fully compliant
Our Machine Safety Sign offer is compliant with the internationally
recognised ISO 3864-2:2016 norm. Compliance with the norm enables
maximum recognisability and helps machine users to better understand
any warning, caution or mandatory PPE requirements. The entire range of
machine safety signs is also offered on UL-approved materials.

Highly visible
The signs can be applied to any surface where they are most visible
and best placed to support machine safety. Their high resolution print
further attracts attention with bright colours and sharp, high definition
safety messaging. They are printed on our reliable, industrial grade sign
materials that can resist challenging conditions and remain attached and
legible for many years.

Customise
Our machine safety signs are
highly customisable to suit a
variety of needs and machine
usage contexts. Options include
sign size, shape and adhesive to
optimally fit any machine or part.
Sign materials can be changed
to determine in- or outdoor sign
reliability in specific environments.
And any prints are fully
customisable to optimally impact
machine safety.
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Please visit the Brady website for more
information or get more answers via
www.bradyeurope.com/machinesafety
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Machine safety signs help reduce safety risks

1. Eliminate safety risks through
machine design

2. Substitute machine safety
risks

3. Contain machine safety risks

4. Inform about machine safety
risks

5. Train users to deal with
machine safety risks

6. Protect users against
machine safety risks

ISO 3864-2 compliant visuals
Compliant visuals include 1 out of 3 signal words and at least one ISO 7010 safety sign.
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Wear eye and
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Caution
Signal word to indicate a hazardous
situation that, if not avoided, could
result in minor or moderate injury.

Will result in serious
shock or death.

Warning
Signal word to indicate a hazardous
situation that, if not avoided, could
result in death or serious injury.

DANGER
Signal word to indicate a hazardous
situation that, if not avoided, will
result in death or serious injury.
Limited to extreme situations.

Standard machine safety signs (Compliant to ISO 3864-2:206)
B-7541P polyester, laminated,
self-adhesive

100 x 50mm
DANGER

120 x 50mm

WARNING
High voltage.

Do not operate
unless
authorized.

CAUTION

CAUTION

Wear eye and
ear protection.

B-7504 aluminium
with 4 rivet holes

150 x 50mm

Will result in serious
shock or death.

Wear eye and
ear protection.

Adhesive

170 x 50mm

Non Adhesive

Custom sizes and legends in any language can be created on demand
Icons are available separately in more materials and sizes
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